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cnth?: On the Strategic 
Potential of ESP 

By Dr. Roger A. Beaumont 

I NTEREST IN the military potential 
of ESP-extrasensory percep

tion-has grown in recent years. 
Some of it stems from the search 
for reliable and jamming-free 
modes of communication. A popu
lar wave of interest in ESP 
stemmed from a boom in the occult 
and supernatural phenomena in the 
late 1960s and early 1970s, a time 
when ESP research in Eastern Eu
rope and the Soviet Union also 
attracted popular attention. Claims 
of success in using ESP in military 
operations, however, appeared af-. 
ter the First World Wart. . 

In spite of all such assertions, a 
basic question n;mains unan-

. swered: does ESP actually work? 
While many have thought so-and 
think so-some scientists in the 
West have feared that the mounting 
fascination with ESP, in league 
with the resurgence in the occult . 
and mysticism, threatens science. 
itself. Moreover, such nagging 

· doubt about psychic phenomena is 

not evident in Eastern Europe and 
the Soviet Union. The Russians 
have Jong recognized that if ESP 
were an actual effect and could be 
harnessed, it would have great stra
tegic potential. 

Are such systems really possi
ble? Many have thought so for 
some time2• In this respect, it may 
be useful to look closely at the 
differences in approach in ESP re
search in the West, on the one 
hand, and in the Soviet block coun
tries on the other. In the latter, 
parapsychology is not considered 
to be a separate research disci
pline. Instead, articles on .. bio
communications" (telepathy) ap
pear in traditional scientific jour
nals, salted in among what Western 
scientists view as orthodox re
search. The attention of many in 
the West was aroused in the 1970s, 
as Soviet authorities brought a 
heavy hand down on news cover-

. age of ESP research in Russial. 
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'so~ght li~ks with the supernatural 
·i.hrough such means as Ouija 
boards and seances: The dramatic 
and the absurd overtones of the 
popular culture aspect of ESP has 
led even the more conservative ele
ments of the popular press to treat 
ESP as a novelty. Also confusing is· 
the fact that the various types of 
apparent ESP-telekinesis (the 
projection of force}, telepathy 
(mental transmission), clairvoy
ance (the sensing of remote images) 
and precognition (foreknowl
edge}-have been lumped together 
as related phenomena. Major cen
ters of ESP research in the West, at 
:Utrecht, London and Duke Uni
versity, have come under suspicion 
from many scientists. As a result, 

-researchers. like J. B. Rhine, re-· 
cently deceased, have labored to 
prove an effect. which the Soviets 
accept and attempt to explain-and 
·control. 

While the enfolding of • 'biocom
munications" within their central
ized research system may reflect 
Soviet concern that ESP drifts too 
close to religion, their closing of 
public access to ESP research 
might be a parallel to what hap
pened in the United States and 

Britain during World War II after 
work on an atomic bomb began". 
When it was still visible, Russian 
research seemed to be trying to 
reconcile individual ESP experi-. 
ence with transmission and recep
tion of low-peer low-frequency 
electromagnetic waves. similar to 
the kind used to transmit radio, 
television and radar signals5• Much 
of the work on "biocommunica
tions" dealt with the electrical 
dynamics of organisms, even back 
in the_ 1950s, when, in the United 
States, the idea that animals and 
plants ai:id individual cells c'?uld b.e 
influenced by electromagnetic radi;. 
ation other than heat was rejected 
in biological research. 

Soviet Research 
Since the 1930s, biologists and 

parapsychologists in the Soviet 
Union have traced out in ever 
greater detail a telepathic transmit
ter-receiver ESP model, based on 
the concept that people with strong 
abilities as either transmitters or 
receivers can communicate by 
sending basic symbols or sensa
tions (but not detailed or precise 
verbal thoughts or images) at great 
distance, thus, constituting a "cy-
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. . 
bernetic system with all its proper
ties "6-based on very-long-wave 
transmission. Nevertheless, the 
Great Soviet Encyclopedia (GSE) 
of 1974 states flatly in the article on 
"Parapsychology" that while ESP 
is a phenomenon, it is not related to 
a variant of long-wave electromag
netic transmission. Since the GSE 
is known to be a vehicle for official 
policy and is rather Orwellian in 
nature, the refutation, which con
trasts with much extant in Soviet 
ESP research, is interesting. 

While transmission of data over 
great distances by ESP was exam-· 
ined in the West from the 1920s on, 
it was rejected at first, since it was 
in violation of scientific laws which 
were believed to govern radio 
transmission and which decreed 
that there was a falling-off of power 
relative to the square of the dis
tance between transmitter and re
ceiver~ Later, when unexpected 
long-range transmission of weak 
signals due to atmospheric effects 
was discovered, a theory of analo
gous enhancement and relay 
through psi-sensitive individuals of 
ESP .. signals" came to the fore,' 
while other research pointed to the 
effects of electromagnetic radiation 
on the bodys. 

Research into the biological ef
fects of electromagnetic 'waves is, 
of course, not an exclusive pre
serve of Soviet science. It has 1:ieen 
known for almost a century, for 
example, that magnetic fields in
duce a sensation of light in the 
human eye, even in darkness!>. In 
the late 19_60s, a Russian-born 
American physicist noted magnetic 
resonance effects in matter con
taining particles with gyromagnetic 
properties, observing that "absorp
tion of electromagnetic energy can 

· cause transitions from lower to 
higher energy levels with resulting 
absorption of radiation and re-ori
entation of the dipoles. " 10 Most 
recently, a British investigator re
ported a relationship between 
depth of hypnotic trance and the 
electrical resistance of the skin. 11 

While such evidence of overlap 
between parapsychology and biolo
gy, physics and chemistry falls 
short of the certainty needed for 
firm scientific conclusion, the un
cer:-tainty poses a problem for de
f~nse P?licy mak~rs .. It is especially 
frustrating, cons1denng the history 
of ESP which is strewn with hoax-· 
es and wishful thinking that even 
some · scientifically-trained para
psychologists have drifted into mis
representation and fudging, as des
perate searches for conclusive re
sults have led to a shaving of 

7MJGOOO~s. Discovery of such 
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"Perhaps ESP is a not-yet-understood sensitivity to subtle cues, or the brain 
function, as a computer processing informaUon subconsciously. Perhaps 
those who are most sensitive "print out" slightly before or in parallel with 
distant events, thus appearing to be clairvoyant, but having actually calcu
lated probabilities unconsciously from data gathe~ed along the way-also 

· unconsciously." . ·· . 

hoaxes further discredits a field of 
investigation under suspicion. As 
John Beloff, a parapsychologist, 
has noted, ESP research has •• ... 
suffered from its fatal attraction for 
persons of unbalanced mind who 
seek in it· their personal salvation. 
• • • tt 12 . 

Nevertheless, what is to be made 
out of the evidence that suggests 
the possibility that there may be 
something more solid Jying behind 
it?13 That ~uestion makes govern
ment fundmg of ESP-related re
search, at the worst, a ticking 
bomb and, at best, a quandary. 
Sponsoring such seemingly wild
eyed studies could well explode 
back in the face of sponsoring 
agencies, policymakers or re
searchers-but failure to follow 
leads might yield great advantages 
to those Jess skeptical. 

Perhaps ESP is a not-yet-under
stood sensitivity to subtle cues, or 
the brain function, as computer 
processing information subcon
sciously. Perhaps those who . are 
most sensitive "print out" slightly 
before or in parallel with distant 
events, thus appearing to be clair
voyant, but having actually calcu~ 
lated probabilities unconsciously 
from data gathered along the way
also unconsciously. Are such ran
dom coincidences noticed only un- · 
der stress, as psychiatrist Carl Jung 
suggested in his theory of "syn
chronicity"? Or is there actually a 
lining up of .electropotential forces 
in the brain at certain times, creat
ing a low-J?ower long-wave trans
mitter-receiver system of the kind 
suggested by Kogan? 

Defense-related Research 

the Rand Corporation and the lnsti.: 
tute fot Defense Analyses cropped 
up occasionally. In the early 1960s, 
there were reports of telepathy be
tween the submarine USS NAUTI
LUS and a shore-based command 
post-which was denied forthwith 
by the Navy. 14 ln 1973, stories ap
peared describing CIA-sponsored 
probing of Soviet and Chinese se
cret installations by individuals 
with high psi ability. 15 By the mid-
1970s, Stanford Research Institute 
appeared to be carrying the ball. t6 

From time to time, some indica
tions of interest on the part of 
NASA emerged to public view. 
Following a call for an experiment 
in the course of the moonlanding 
programs in the late 1960s,17 an 
astronaut, Captain Edgar Mitchell, 
conducted an experiment using 
star-cross-wave-square-circle psi· 
cards developed at Duke U niversi
ty. In six sessions, he "transmit
ted" 25 card images at preset 
times, while "recipients" recorded 
their impressions. While the results 
exceeded statistical probability, 
they were not overwhelming. is 
NASA was quick to disclaim offi
cial sponsorship. 

Other cases of NASA involve
ment included a communication 
project funded through Stanford 
Research Institute, which generat
ed hostile reaction in some scien
tific circles, and a "previewing" of 
Jupiter by a well-known psychic 
researcher .. 19 

Evidence of interest an<! re
search, however, does not neces
sarily mean serious acceptance or 
commitment to programs. James 
Dougherty pointed out how nations 
involved in disarmament talks may 

American defense analysts and interject "jokers" or ••riders" into 
policy makers seem to have been otherwise serious and rational pro-
hedging their bets in this area for posals. to make sure that their op-
some lime. Reports of U.S. de- ponents will not accept them. 
f ense-related ESP research have Those thus maneuvered into the 
appeared fairly regularly in the role of rejectors may then seem in 
public press over the last quarter of the eyes of technically unaware 
a century. In the 1950s, for exam- publics to be the foes of peace. 20 A 
pie, news relea~es and popular fea- corollary to this is the strategy of 
tures described the involvement of mounting shadow programs to 
Westinghous!Pllr~t6~t~e;lfflse 20fl00>8t68a:~M\.,Rlj)89~0 
the Army's Redstone Arsenal in and resources-into a dead-end, 
ESP research. Later, the names of the essence of Soviet efforts in the 

field of "disinformation." If Soviet 
research in this area proved to be a 

, spoof, the diversion of money and 
people to ESP could lead to the 
overlooking of other develop
ments, as well as serving as a waste 
of effort. 

Such cautions do not erase the 
tantaiizing advantages to be gained 
in harne~sing ESP. Given that such 
phenomena are based c,n an ele~ 
ment of reality, the strategic use of 
ESP raises a further series of ques
tions. Are the alignments of people 
or conditions only random or occa
sional? ls psi ability a by-product 
of surrounding electromagnetic ra-

. diations, or of solar radiation or 
induced by terrestrial magnetism? 
Is it enhanceable through hypno
tism or drugs? Is there means for 
·testing for psi ability? Or for devel
oping it? Can it be jammed? ls the 
effect simply explainable in terms. 
of a variation of radio-communica
tions theory? Can "information 
bits," or code messages really be 
transmitted by sending combina
tions of basic sensory images? Is 
foreknowledge and remote-sensing 
possible? ls it group enhanceable? 

ESP and C3 
In a parallel vein, the mounting 

interest in C3--command, control, 
communication-reflects concern 
aboui the complexities . of war in 
what National Security Advisor 
Breszinski called the "nucleotronic 
age." The situation is made more· 
critical not only by a rising curve of 
innovation but also by anxiety 
about Russian developments in this 
area. Contradictions in their pub
li~hed material do not produce 
much agreement among Western 
analysts about wltere the Soviets 

· are going, but their lines of thought 
and unorthodox military problem
solving techniques are umque and 
sometimes strange.21 

And so it is not clear at this point 
if both sides are really just playing 
with each other, or if there"is some
thing really developing in the realm 

70Cl388B03i..Poofing, deception and 
camouflage are normal strategies in 
the conduct of war-and peace. If 
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ESP does work as a. kind of long
wave radio, it could allow reliable, 
unjammable, unmonitorable com
munication with remote strategic 
weapons, especially the nuclear 
submarine force. ls there, then, 
some overlap between ELF-the 
extremely low-frequency radio sys
tem proposed by the Navy over the 
last 10 years under the titles ·san
guine and Seafarer-and ESP? 

· The congruence of the Soviet 
model of ESP and the characteris
tics of ELF (Extremely Low Fre
quency) communication occur at 
sev<:ral qualitative levels, from the 
simple aspect of hypothetical-theo
retical overlap of transmission and 
reception, t.o the need for an un
jammable and EMP-proof C3 medi
um in post-nuclear exchange envi
ronment inodes, from .. broken
back war" fighting · to conflict 
termination. One main hypotheti
cal parallel is· the ·problem of slow 
data rate, a la the age of signal flags 
and semaphores, and the early era 
of telegraphy and radio, a problem 
overcome with codebooks, and 
imagination. Unhappily, an eff ec
tiv·e ESP system would, depending 
on the nature of the phenomena, 
offer potential to the executor of a 
surpnse attack, from the psychic 
influencing of targets, throu~h pre
cognition and remote sensmg, to 
message transmission below the 
detection and countermeasure 
threshold of a potential victim.22 

· Thus ihe anxiety born of the.magni
tudes of increase in threat and con
sequence of error tends to overide 
rationalist skepticism. · 

Threat Perception 
Perception and interpretation of 

threat, after all, has been a growing 
problem in the age of machine war
fare, a by-product of the rising 
speed and destructiveness of weap
ons. Since the 1950s and the com
ing of H-Bomb-tipped ICBMs, the 
nuclear super-powers have wired 
together elaborate networks of ra
dar screens, electronic computers, 
radios, telephones and, more · re
cently, satellites, fiber optics, fluid
ic computers and lasers." Articles in 
the Western popular press on the 
strategic potential of ESP began to 
appear in the late 1950s, as the first 
generation of inter-continental bal
listic missiles cut nuclear surprise 
attack warning time from hours to 
minutes. Since then, such concern 
born of increasingly destructive nu
clear power has been a driving 
force m shaping such "command 
and control" systems to function 
rapidly, 'and at A~rwdsFdrfffiie 
ciency, systems which are de
signed as much to prevent war as to 

fight. The anxiety has also been 
reinforced by the fact that the two 
nuclear superpowers are the na
tions which suffered the . greatest 
strategic surprises of World Wad!, 
Operation BARBAROSSA, the 
Nazi assault on Russia; and Pearl 
Harbor, both in 1941, within six 
months of each other. 

A ,principal problem in the realm 
of ESP stems from the dynamics of 
political power in an age in which 
.. far-out" concepts have regularly 
become . reality. Those who -seek 
and hold' political power often lack 
technical knowledge about the 
complex systems on which defense 
and foreigµ policy rely. Many mod
ern leaders have come to be as 
dependent on their scientific advi
sors as ancient kings were on their 
shamans and soothsayers. The 
controversial influence of Dr. Lin
demann (later Lord Cherwell) on 
Winston Churchill · in the Second 
World War is still viewed as cru
cial, since Lindemann's advice led 
to a major redirection of British 
bombing toward attacks on Ger
man civilians. 

In the Nuclear Age, national 
leaders have often had science ad
visors act as translators of the ar
cane, even though the performaf!Ce 
of such modern shamans has been 
uneven. Albert Speer, for example, 
overlooked the potential of nuclear 
research, and the influence of Lord 
Cherwell on Winston Churchill ha·s 
long been under scrutiny by histori
ans. In any case, science has yield
ed much of use in modern war, 
and, recently, as World War II 
secret files have been opened, the . 
electronic warfare and decoding 
battles of that period, truly resem
ble, as Churchill said, a duel of 
magicians. · 

When · looking at the current 
plight of policy makers in respect 
to ESP, then, it is sobering to recall 
that the vast atomic bomb project 
of World War II, undertaken in fear 
of parallel Nazi efforts, was based 
on an unproven hypothesis in a 
highly theoretical branch of sci
ence. Nevertheless, two days be
fore Pearl Harbor, President Roo
sevelt committed vast ·and scarce 
resources to supp·ort the work of 
scientists who had no firm data in 
hand, to · seek the exotic goal of 
loosing the electrical bonds of mat
ter. As a result, what was literally 
scienc.e fiction until 1944 became 
brutal truth in 1945. 

Effects of Programs 
The data at hand hardly suggest 

sehJ.000fflst08i"O~PNWO.tc88R 
is in order. Any substantial pro
gram mounted in ~his area would 

face hazardous paradoxes. If too 
much were spent, and produced a 
dead-end, the political result could 
be deadly. But if the potential were 
ignored, and an adversary succeed
ed in harnessing ESP, the result 
would be worse than embarrass., 
pient. If ESP can, indeed, be mea
sured and controlled, whichever 
player in the game of international 
power mastered it might succeed 
without tipping their hand;·it would 
be hard to keep sealed off. If -the 
effect proved to be a variant in the · 
phenomenon of extra-long wave 
communication, a whole sub-world 
of communications research would 
be opened up, .not to mention the 
impact on· geography, meteorology 
and psy;hometry. · 

The tendency for. those who 
dwell in corridors of power to over
read threats is proverbial. In view 
of that, even suspicion that a foe 
was using ESP could generate tur
bulence in a system in times of 
stress or crisis. The uncertainty 
regardiQg the designs and motives 
behind Soviet interest in ESP also 
raises other questions. Is that inter
est merely a spoof, a forni of .. dis
information," or are they really 
into pay~dirt and trying to cover 
up? Did they move their ESP re
search into their first.;line scientific 
research ·establishment. to conceal 
developments-or . to hejghteri 
Western anxiety and· uncertainty? 
Do they fear that the West may be 
active in this area-or even ahead? 

Perhaps, in the end, all'the inter
est and effort in .this area will prove 
merely superstitious and wasteful. 
Or perhaps many have already 
glimpsed "its and fragments of an 
.effect-or eff ects_;.which will 
someday be measured scientifical
ly. For. those loqking out over this 
strange and blurred landscape, and 
trying to fit it into a context of 
policy, operations and technology, 
~t is a very tough call, indeed. ... - . -
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:,E.g., V. V. Druzhinin and D. S. Kontorov, 
Concept, Algorithm, Decision. Washington, ·DC: 
U.S. Air Force, 1974. 

:nsee Clinton Roche, "ELF and the SSN: Data 
Rate at Depth and Speed Today," SIGNAL (3S:8)·, 
April 1981, pp. 29-32 
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·_ .tiiti·,·pJ:ntagori)s:··spe11d.ing llltllic,n~ --~-11~'-paf~·p·sychoJ.~gy ~_::::·::·: 
in a·_c·rash-program to ·end -~~s!iia's psycho-supericirity.·.··_._ 

• ~:·. •, . • ,, I :,. - -~ :~f'•-·:., .. • • ;,·~., • ;! ·:.,·~··.: : •• .:."'~ ... ~·~·, • • .. ,:.··~I • 
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··• •:. 

BY RON McRAE AND. SUE MERROW . . 

.· . -Pi~e ili~-s~gn prop~d:in ili~!-~;· . ;e~ ·.lm~g~ -~alyzer." Wli~~ho~ . sp~nding money on such a loony :gim:-.. 
dow of a modest storefront: "Madam~ . assurea the gullible admirals they could mlck_ as ·an· anti~missUe time wmp--'a 

. Zodiac. Psychic. Palms Read. Hoio. . _locate 'a particular subtnarlne "by insert- . variant Ori Dr. Wonmug's time machine 
scopes · Interpreted .. : ~usslan :sub: .. Ing ~ photograph of it in._his ~achine: lri the ·comic strip. "'Alley Oop"-which · · :~ 
.marines Tiack~d.~;. · .. · .· ·.:.·t.;;-:·:.}·, :· ·And o~y last .year/the Navy· tested would ··)~tercept . l_ncorriing' ·$ovlet -. ;:.:· 
::..·Laughaole? Only If you'r~ the kind of _.: some .. _professed '/'mJnd-readers,: :in-· missiles over the North·PoJ~ ~d cause :':i:.;t 

:-.eccentricwno·th~·tt'samusfug·when·,_::,:;_c1udu:is .. N.~~~Yoi:~_:.:~~:-~awri':Rob_-:.-~ the~)?:~~~~~ate·:t~o~ds"ofy~ :?:-fi: -~. ·u cl 'Sa .,.th ..•.... ··.,;- d··u··· ·"··'bi ''t' ··ifth --~--Jd"'chart" ·e-:v1~·="a ···.·.···-,;c.:;1',...]··'''"~~-···t·"·'·'·~~~; .. ::::.:.,-.:.:•:-'. '.'"'·!., -: ... _. !1. e...~ .. ~---· r9~ .y9ur~.~-·: 9 .ars:.:.': .. ns,i.,q;se~ .... ~~.;;~,;~~-....-~ .····--"~'" ':.\;,.'.'.,., ~-. :/,t:::,:-5}::t,"'.'.';;".'1~t::~'J\.!=.:.;;;,"'°'.~.:~·~-,;·dt. ' 
~around.6n:wlerd scl-fi projects. ·The fact '. -~ ~avy m_aneuvers.~ ,ti(;;·~: ~~1;;;-;,~r;/--f;,t~;f; Pke· so much _of our .. mUitaiy. spend- . ·; ~;/-; . ' 

- . ·~: ~atJh~~-Un~ef: ~tat~,,~~~-~-·~Y(/:J::$3'lar:~~ts}~v~·~:r(~~l~~.~ ;':}~~-since· ~orld v,Ja(ll,· !~{ O!J~ays" 0~ · ::·.:Y 
----~dame ·Zo4lac -.-.and-~;_other ·.so.-, . as the Soviet submarines. But the ever· ~-our OuiJa-~d warriors. h~v~. been ·. 

. cal!~d ~I~ ~- :~ moritI-r eacti _to:~'· _hc;,J'Eeful Pept~gon ke·eps ttylng. Pwc~;_··. · J~ed '.as an answ':1' to· a· percei~ed . :. · 
·.plot,~'\ mo\l~ITlen~-. ?f. So~~-'. sub- .. _; Jc.s ::._and_; '.so.:called ."psychotron~c_:~·: ,. th~eat from the Ki:em!m, But th~history .. _;.:, 

marines~:~:That s.- $~63,29()· a year-: devices, which supposedly measure or of this ~ra~ch of research Is almost a . :. 
p~nuts ·by J'entago~ · standards; but · amplify .. mental . _powers; are· ·betng cartca~e. of the pervasl~e East-West ._. 
.only ~q.m~ p~ of the niU!tary'and In~ ._ tested for their ability ·to ~reak cQdes, rivalry. ·. ·< ; .. _.·_._'."·:'.\>,{,3;_}~:~·~ : 
: tepi~n_ce~ i:9m!'rlu!1~'s · r~~l:l.:· t,~to · .Jocate h~dden ·missiles ·and. ~net,ra~~ . . : !':; :··.'.{~\: o..;· . . . . · ._. : __ . ·:·--:. ~ ·_. :··-·--.: · _ 

· · ~PS}'Chol?ffi1,~. or --~~n.5'?.ry.· ~~-:; :. guarded military Installation~ .. ;';: ·:.l.'--~: ~- :-:;,/'.-:: \' · · · -· .... • ·,, • · · · ·= ·· -~.: ., • · . " ·• ·ti· ... ,-..~-,.r-, .. ·~·-•f-.. ,.-.,.,, __ •. ,., .. -~1 ..... ~--- ..... .) , •... ~ .... ,.,, ... · ..•.. '··-··· •....•.• Research ir) the militmy potential 
Cep 0 ........ h .. ~····.t~ "'-:;;.~Ji---.... ~'11 ., :,i, .. ,. ~,~ .-:,.,.. i .• _ ... 'J:f."' , .... ~, -·~ ........ ..,,,_~-:...:·,t ... ~ ......... , ...•. ~ .. -· · "' .... ,~ "' •.. .., .·, , •. , · ~ • ... ,..-·::-f,~--·, .•. , .......... , .-,.,. ,-:. ....... ·.c·'·''·-~ •· .1,.~_,,..,..,.,..;,.,., _.,.-... ,.-,--,··-·----·~·'·····.•.-.. ..... , ......... ,' ··:of ESP had a low j:,rlortty at the Pen 
. \: The _.:;Nayy 2~ou~y J:t~~l~{thatf_tt/;?~~;~t~ ~itii~?spooki/p;oj;cts, ·: tagon dunns the·19sos, and if tt existed 
empl~ys 51:1l?.:ch~!)g: swam~;:_p~t. Tlie .f;u~~¥ ~_e}>~d, ~~Y laughed at,Golum- at all-tn·the Soviet Union; tt\vas-hot'of
Inu~gator : .. ~as .. ~ncovered: a_ .. _1,?ng _ .bus .;i.youtine, . in.slst _._tha~ .. psy~hlc · ... ··•/::.·?'·:'\, ~-:, ·, , :: . ·• ;··.;:,: \:·:~'7 ;:: . 
record of the admirals' fascination wit~ ~eapons' are as revolutionary, and .' · · ·· · -·. ·· · -· ... ··.--.. ~ · ·. ,.:·- '· 0 • 

t~e: 'possiblity· _· that psy~hics . _m.igi1~ , ·. ~tent:lally as Important; as the atomic . ·. _:_ :ill:'~ ( ~- · ·: • · , .·.· _;,;: •. ' ... : .. ~., .• ,.,_. ... ,. 
somehow be able' to. ~ead the mln~s' · bomb. Physicists arid other skeptics in- · · · : ·· · · · . : . : · . : -:· .·:~,r'1<~::'.-~ :: 

.. ~oi the. secret· instJ:tictions~of Soviet .. slst with equal vehemence that the pro.: JJ?._e f'entp,gon was :;.~,;,'<.fl?;; .··. 

su~marlrye CO!Tlmanders ~ ~ey zigzag 'Jects' are• ridiculous.· Despite th!! a:it- alarmed._. Was there (l 

~~~9~,the_.~?rl~\oceans. ~ .. 'lcisl!';·the,expertrrien~ continue, at th~ ~j:,s_y~ho-gpp~ in the . : 
. · · : fh-. ·J.S. Law~n Jr., jecfmi~ cfh:ec~ :::~:n:.%~N;ti;~- I~~tetof ril<;ik~ng? · · · · .. , ·. .. 
tor .. of the Naval. ~ectronic System . Health; the Na~onal Security Agency - -· · · . .-, 
Command, told The Investigator; .. I've and the· armed services ·a11·· have re-

.. thought for 29. y·ears ~at ESP Is ·the ~ $ear~h-programs on one area of para- - , . . ·. 
way to fight submarin~." As early as · p~ychology or another ..... · · . ficially sanctioned. Then, in 1960, the 

· 1952, in fact, a fop secret Navy docu- All of these ·projects are cloaked in French press· reported th~t telepathic 
ment suggested that psychics be used the · deepest . ~crecy, The obvious expert ments had been made aboard 
. to· pinpoint hfdde~ submarine pe;ns. reason is national security. But from the the U.S. submarine Nautilus.' wttlle it 

· fn, 1977, the . Navy · shelled . out few· b~e examples that have_ leaked was chambered in the Ice Uf'!.der the 
$5,111 to a self-~l~d ~~hie named ~l}.t,..~J).~e,u>o~bill.~~,1;~2.~J~-;.. North Pole.. . · · _ · ·: 
Charles White~8W8f'~~S ~!R~e ~&i~rnt~ewh~170~di press reports were prob
Va.. for a device _he called a "i:nult:1- believer·· might be' reluctant to admit. ~bly fabricated out of whole cloth, but 

·: . . . 
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parapsychology researchers In the 
Soviet Union-every bit as hungry for 
their share of the defense budget as are 
their counterparts In ~his country
seized on the stories as an opportunity 
to win approval for their own ex-
periments. · · 

That did it. A few years after the 
Nautilus reports, stories of questionable 
accuracy began ~urfacing here and 
there about amazing Soviet advance_s In 
voodoo warfare. One apocalyptic ac
count suggested that the Russians were 

was called "Project Scanate,". and its 
results so awed some government of
ficials that one exclaimed, "There's no 
security left!" ' 

Swann and Price were given geo
graphic coordinates and asked to 
describe the site. Swann sketched a 
target island In the Indian Ocean. Price. 
did even better: he gave a detailed 
dE?scription of .a ~cret military facility ln 
Virginia, and even purportedly read 
code-worded files ("Cueball," "14 ball" 
and "Rackup") locked Inside a top 
secret installation that monitored Soviet 
~pace flights. 

test, however. In the summer of 1977, 
Swann and five other Stanford Re
search Institute subjects were 'taken in a 
Navy research submarine 2,000 feet 
down to.the floor of the Pacific. There 
they predicted correctly that the sub 
would find lost · anchors and parts of 
sunken ships. The Navy did not 
disclose. whether the research site was, 
perhaps, the scene'of a World W~ II 
naval engagement. . 

This was the same year the Navy 
bought Charles Whitehouse's $5, 111 
'"spectral image-analyzer:· the machine 
that could supposedly locate a Soviet 
sub . by ingesting its photograph .. 

For his ~ext act, Swann turned his . Whitehouse has . refused to disclose · "Psychotronic weapons 
already exist, and their 
lethal capability has 

.· psychic eye on the Soviet Union itself how his gadget performed ln 20 days of · 
and described a supposedly. secret In· trials, but the Navy bought it, and hired . .. l 

· stallatiori in the Urals in amazing detaU. 'Whitehouse to train two officers-and 
He even told the astonished test spon- . five enlisted men 1n 1ts operation. · · 
SOrs that the secret ba~ was staffed by· · , · . . 

· "an unusually high proportion of · The Navy's obsession with psychic 

. already been 
demonstrated." 

women." . weapons was a modest bonanza for the 
Security experts in · the "Project · Stanford Research Institute. In 1975 

amassing an Army 'of "two million ~na~e" .audience were not con- the Navy gave SRI a $50,703 contract 
trained psychics" whose mission was to vincea. But en~ugh top brass in both ~o determine if psychics could. detect 
subjugate the world for the Kremlin. the CIA and the Navy were Impressed remote electromagnetic sources .. A 

. · The Pentagon was alarmed. ·was to push for expanded psychic resarch. year later, It threw In another $26,000 · 
_ there · a "psychogap" In the making? . Since the Scanate test, Putoff and to find out if the mindreaders could ex~ 

• , 
i 

Clearly, what was needed was money Targ ~ave publlc~d ... their· findings.··. ert any lnflue!'lce o~· ·magnetometers,:.-~: . 
. ·~ .-an~. there . ~er~ plenty of charlatans > wide!~~: ~~i~ ~~s allo~e~ !~\dependent_; ::.whlch~~eas~e· magnetic fields an~_ ~e •)_.ii~ .. 

· - .·, willing to' help the generals· ward. off im-·.-· · investigat?rs :}~. run .. their OW!1 tests .. ~. , Important fri submarine detection~ .... ·;., .:·, r:: . 
. . ·~/penclfng attack by the Soviet psychic ar~ ;:;,;These exBe_rim~n~ hav~ ~en generally,-;;,':,;. By all 'odds. the most bme·research ':-. :. :: , .. 
~ ·'.i; .m.~}n r.eturri for a few thousai:d dollars,':.'. ·. nega~~e.;: ~~-·none:. h~ · brought~ the. ·· undertaken. by 'our .. seagoing psycho=·~ :_/I: --

. _ .-: or ·a few hundred thousand .. · . ·; ·.:: .-.spect~cular! results .da1~ed.)~~:)he_ · nauts, though, was. their investigation .. (:.· 
~::: ·-,r:,;,~:.,:~,~\f.'.< , · · · '· '· · · ;: ·: .·· t.:' · Scanate performance·,-'.</· ·:~~h,.;:, ;.:.',~'.:-:··of· the··:so-called ·~ ~'Backster Effect".,·,.-:;: 
·.::;~·-· .-s~~~:.of the ~~~hi~ m~~g~d t~. : .. The Navy w'as unruffled ti/~:;;d~ri~~~- .That's the pheno~enon of plants SU~-'.·\:; 

·penetrate the U.S. Treasury-if not the. · of improper procedures.in the Scanate P?sedly ~ding·.human thoughts .. You ':,_ 
secret recesses of .the Kremlin. For ex-· · · · ".,, 
ample," ... ln .. the early 1970s Stanford . 

. Research · tnstitute. scientists. Harold .. 
P.utoff .'.anf Russell Tard claimed. ,to .. ~:'l:~f~:; }~l~r.~i~t· 

:· . have proven that psychics could project . . ·-· 
... their. minds and through' ,iremote view- '' 
. : _' lng>! · see· inside any rnUttary installation . 
. 'the .. the world:· The SRI psychics for'. 

whorn·''tliese 'incredible' claims ·were. · 
. made. were Pat Price, riow deceased,- :~f?t,t':.&.'f 

Ingo. Swann and · Uri Geller, who also ,j} · 

. :~:t t~c=~~!a~n :~d G~;n~a~~ · .· t.-.~_:_:_;,'~.~,;._ ... :._

1

,;_~.:.:_~.-'.·.··:·'.) .. 

·· since · been exposed by professional ·~· 
mag\clans as simply gifted illu
sionists-that is tricksters. 

Nevertheless, SRI's "remote 
viewing" expP.rimenis with Price, . · 
Swann and Geller persuaded the· in-
telligence community, and especially . . _ ,, . . ... , , .. 

~~~~~2~:~~~;~~~i~t~i~~~fut~-~···~·~~~~m~::~)~;~{Li~Lw~~l~:~t.(~··~·Mf~:~~·w;·w;.;~··~;.~-f-(_ •.. _·•~;-~~-::'._:-_;_~'.-~:_:_. __ _ 
62 The Investigator, October 1981 
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can see the devastating effect this could 
have: smuggle a psychic philodendron 
into the Soviet Presidium's council 
chambers, and the Kremlin' darkest 
secrets could . be ours-presumably 
shuttled to the Pentagon by carrier 

01\JvDB.D 

After viewing Project_ Scanate, ·one government 
official exclaimed, "There's no security left!" 

aphids. Union, In the . hope that he would • "Psychotronlc weapons already exist, 
Cleve Backster is a polygraph defect. . . and their lethal capability capacity has 

operator who claimed to have discov- As a result of their evaluation, ·the already been demonstrated." 
ered that plants attached to a Ue detec- Army grew cool toward s_ome ·psychic • "The ability to mentally move obJects 
tor will "fa Int" If someone thinks about weapons development-bu_t not com· has also been repeatedly demonstrated 
plucking a leaf, and vegetables' growth pletely turned off _by any mean.s. In under scientifically ,controlled condi-
wlll languish if they take a dislike to the .1976, the Army awarded a $145,000 tions." · 
gardener .. Many amateur horticulturists contract to check into the "aura" seen ~ "Research done on the Transc~n
have long suspected things like this, but· ai;ound human beings by ' so-calle.d dental Meditation Sidhis Program. . . . 
Backster actually tried to prove it by· Kirllan photography. Toe· researchers has prod1,1ced evidence that individ-

. "interrogating" a. plant that had been found that the "aura" was an easlly ex- uals can be taught to physically. lev- · · 
present at a .murder:The police were plained .. Interaction of body moisture ... jtate." · · · _ :- · 
persuaded to march 20 suspects past .· and the· ·electric · · field. . Army· in· ·: • .. The Intelligence. gathering capability 
the plant, but the leafy witness w~ vestigators· even managed to get photos .. ·ofremote ~ew!ng is obvious." .. _ 
unable to finger the killer.,'.·:" . .-· . of the. "auras", surrounding a wet . Note that he says "capability," not 

. · · ·' ·. ·· · ·: : ·, · · · sponge; a bowl of spaghetti and a used · ''potential." .. · · · 
Some of the Air Force's Interest in prophylactic. : · i, =, _ : .. · · . · · · . ·:. 

parapsychology Is based on concern for - , . :, ' An import~t · point about _Alex-
security of nuclear weapons. If a Uri When the ~ways-available Stan-, ander's daims ts that he's writlng about 
Geller can bend a spoon by sheer wllJ. · fo~d Research Institute proposed a $3.5 · _Soviet research, not the Peritagon's. 
power, might someone similarly gifted . ·million . study of :·•remote ·viewing". in . His assertions go beyond . any ex- . 
be able to _move the quarter-ounce trig- 1977, the defense research agency flew , perimental results reported in this coun-. · 
ger of a bomb the one-elg~th of~ inch. Jn .a team of debunkers and SRI's _pro--_' try. And his article presumably: con:
n~cessary to _explode ~? Or could a . posal was quickly rejected •. .",;·: ·· · :_:. · stitutes an update of a".Defen~ lri-- · 
m1?dreader pick ~he brai11,o~ a_missUe oe;:Bu1.it·ls:the. Army's ~·psych~c task ,-telligenceAgencystudyln1972;whit:h.· 
off1_cer and learn the 

1
c9d~ words that _force .··t\:lat:. has .reported .. fu.e ·most , predicted, with something lessth~n cer_~ 

control th~ weapons . release? Th_e alarming possibllltles · .of · psychic : talnty: - . · · __ ·· . . • , : .. _ .· · · · 
James S. McDonnell · Labora~ory. 1s research. As Jack Anderson reported "Soviet efforts in the field of PSI 
conducting.top ~cret stud~es on this. several months ago, the secret psychic -~esearch, sooner or later might enable 

task force, operating in a room in the them to do some of the following: 

· The Pentagon is spending 
generously on parapsy-

, chology in a crash . · 
program to end Russia's 
psycho-superiority. 

Pentagon basement, has come up with 
some hair-curling predictions of Soviet "A. Know the contents of top secret 
mastery in the ESP field. _ U.S. documents, the deployment of . 

our troops and ships and the location 
According · to retired - Lt. . Col. · and nature of our military installations." 

Thomas E. Bearden, the Russians have 
already deployed third-generation · "B. Mold the thoughts of key U.S. 
psychotronlc weapons. These includ~ military and civilian leaders, at. a 

· the · "photon!c barrier modulator, distance." 
------------- which can Induce death or illness from C. Cause the instant death of any · 

thousands of miles away with the ease U.S. official, at a distance." 
The Army has not been lagging In ·of a Haitian" witch doctor; the 

ESP research. In 1972, the Defense "hyperspatial ·howitzer,". which . can "D." Disable, at a distance, U.S. military 
Advanced Research Projects Agency transmit nuclear explosions · instan- equipment of all types, including space 
sent a team to evaluate Stanford tarieously to ·any point ln the_ world, craft." · · 
Research lnstitute's claimed results with and the "h!eronymous machine," Whether the Soviets• -Star Wars 
spoon-bender Geller. The team was (perhaps named for the protosurreal!st . scientists have actually progressed to 
headed by Dr. George Lawrence, a painter, Hieronymous Bosch) which the deployment stage, as Alexander 
psychologist who is open-minded on Bearden contends sank the U.S. seems convinced they have, there's 
the subject of parapsychology. With nuclear submarine Thresher in 1963. one federal agency that's taking no 
him were Ray Hyman, an accomp- Ludicrous as all this may seem, chances: the Secret Service has com
lished magician and ESP debunker, psychotronic weaponry has Its staunch missioned studies on ways to protect · 
and Dr. Robert Van de Castle, a believers In government. In December the President fro~ the Kremlin's mind 
University of Virginia sleep and dream · 1980, Military Review, the straight. control. And se;11or agents from both . 
expert and a past president of t?e laced ~rofessional journal .of the ~.S. the Secret Service and the CIA h~ve 
American Parapsychological Assoc1a- Arrny, published an article entitled been required to take cours~s in mmd 
tion. Ap roved For R lease 200 ~~,~w e'J'IP..~-~~~ 0 ... <;P,{l,tr,.pl j>ffered at universities In the 

The team S ~eport WaS totfil Y nega• LJp:'~ock, O~ll'(.rea,:·"6h?i'w.UA'l~k~ ~~gtOn area, to prevent them from 
tive. Hyman was moved to suggest that ander. Alexander's assertions are start!- falling. under the spell of Soviet 
r::~nh. hn cont r.n " tnl!r nf the Soviet Inn HP.rP. l'lrP. a fow: psychics. D 

r 
I 
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. · CIA Toys \Vith Extr~nsoryJW~PQ~ 1 

·l In James Bond circles, nothing is . tific exiren; ~ been. exaxclned by. lriy son's physical condition by, .telepah1y: 
too. farfetched to be dis~. The · associate-Dale Van Atta.· : . · ·. · like a Haitian .witch doctof'might try. 

l Central Intelligence Agency, for exam• . The analysts estimated· that "the • High-frequency ~alysis :tift.·an 
;· pie, has ~n toying for years with !,he . Soviet mill~ and K.GB have had a el~oencephalogr~;-·a.~rt <?twire-, 
r idea of using extrasensory perception covert . applied J>!l18P5Ych~ogy pro• taEPmg. ~f someone~ brain \'lave.lo 

in its work- spurred by the suspi- gram SJ.?ce the lllld-196()8; This w~ The area·· of-Soviet ·~r ~ch 
· cion that the Russians have somehow the penod when the CIA was expen· that really has the CIA s. mouth. wa-
succeeded it:l opening an FEP gap. · ~enting ~th hall~cinogenlc ~- on t.E;~ is . the possibUity' :of''."remote 
· I've already reported on the. Penta- unsuspecting Amencans alld ;with f90t vie~ by telepa~y from thousan~ , 

gon's $6-milllon-a-year research to de- po'."der that ·would ~ -~?~ .. ~- of miles a'Y~i-~o~. n~.a~!!l~\e m 
velop FEP weapons that can brain- .tros beard fall out., ......... --· ;:·,, the ~emliri,.i(.4 psyc~~--Sl~~ . .!ta 
wash or incapacitaw enemy leaders by : " The CIA warns t;he. Sovi~ts ~. ~ .~esk m ,W~1;l,·:_could.,~~\m 
thought transfer, deliver nuclear ~d of the U.~. m para~chology. · u,1en~y op,,a s~per~r~\ ~~\~: . 
bo·""'\.,, ms' .A .. taneously thousan.JA of Evidence of Soviet progres.9 ~.~etchy sfi.e,s~te.9r.a P,olitburo.tlleetingw -~ .• 

••• ug_ L(Ul w, . · because the Kremlin's. voodoo ··sclen~ · Under the·Dome:· House,..Minori-
miles away by psychic energy, or even ~ft.A th CIA ...,.,...,,·.,.:-_,·e·· go .8· un· ·. +.,.TA-de Robe· Mi'ch. t'n>"nr)~··: · '· . ) te tect' "tim 11 · to ""'"'' e sust-..,,.mtv n • v.1-~ r... u e .\~"·'-"' · ap-
creaka , a p~O SolV! t , eil warp ,00 dercover, Intelligence S0urce8 estimate ~: 00 ·oo~crackfu{underJhf strain . · 
~ mf ~ vi\ nus.s es exp, e • that at least 200 Soviet _expert,s in of his°jc:ib.. He has takeid.o: composing 

ess y m e ~ . various disciplines are : working ~ . such. :literacy gems as.:. ~nc,le -· Bob's 
These wacky proJects, have support_ FEP weapons developinerit."('.'._:._,, ._:!.: Primer: .for .. Big ~pende~." ::Ei~i;pts: 

fro~ the Defense· lntell!sence Agency~ The CIA report identffiecl. sev~ral : i'.~ ijig ~nders ~ Jn 1~8Q;:·$ee 
w~ch ~epo~ ili,e Russl811;1 have been · areas of-suspected Soviet study: . ·: Big Spenders lose·:·in: '1980:~:: •• ,.see 

1.: doing mtens1ve research m the field • "Electrostati~ of telekinesist·-()r . Big Spenders forgetting the l~ _of 
· for !1early 50 rears, The · D~. ~yen . the ability to move objects by m~ntal :_ · .. 1980; ·See · Big Spenders· run· hF1982. 

'· · ~ts ~he omnipotent Kremlin SCl~n· concentration. . . . . ,>,;. :: .c· ~ · ··JASe;. Big Spenders, loseL" Another ef,. 
bsts , wtth successfullr dem~nstr~~ • "Extremely . · low ·. frequencies of · ;: fort, inspired by the old ·song, l4Js ·You 
FEP. s. ~eadly potent~ . on. ~, a.: electromagnetic radiation for. i.nforma-· ·1s or·: Is You Ain't .. My Baby?" goes 
possibility that should bnng JOY •. to. tion tra.Qsmission." This· may have like this: "Is the Democrats ·or :ain't 

, fanners and backyard gardeners :', been what the .KGB· was up to when the Democrats backing· the mandate 
I and <\,!~rike terror in the insecticid~ in·. 1M·t ·bombar?thed ·~e U.S.· EmcliaOOf!SY ~in tMi~hpeol dp~dne lave ~?~.M~Y1 

. us ... .,. . . . . . . , oscow wi lll.lcrowave· ~a tion· ,or · c e 1 i, try ti>'smg 11.>· · -.. ::;.: 
.The CIA, though histoncally less: nearly 20 years., :,, ,.!~ · :·. ··,· · •~p. Jack Kemp (R-N.Y.) is--~. 

. alarmist about the Red Menace than · • Application · of theories · involving~ man who . introduced· Budget Director 
, the Pentagon, spooks are, has: a1eo links between the way the hUlllllll David A. Stockma.ri to.· then-candidate 
. been monitoring Soviet FEP research· brain and electronic computers oper- . Ronald Reagan; and Kemp· says he~s 

and pondering the possibility of less . ate. · · · - · . · glad he did; "Stockman is an inte~
biz.arre psychic weapons. A top-secret • Remote monitors and stimulators tual giant who can get along with peo.. 
report on the subject by a CIA scien-. to determine or influence another per- ple," Kemp cl.aims. 
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; tj.in ; ,, ·1 •1 ·1c have psychi~ abHlties. The r~sults SRI repor• · 
' 1 1 t~cl ~ ere a~tonlsbinJ?. 

I 
t : ; The !--Ill investigators, physicists Harold E. Putho!! Ca 
I ' 

i 
' 

·I 
I 

f ormcr J\SA research engine~r) and Russell Targ, set out 
·1 i dt•monstrate to their CIA sponsor that their subjects, a 

,'notl'd p· :·chic .n:im~d Ingo Swann and .a tniddle-aged. 
businessman named Pat Price, could describe distant.lo
cations merely by knowing which geographic coordi
nates to "look at" Some parapsychologists call this al•· 
Jcged ability "astral projection," or tout or body· e:>.."Peri· 
cnce." Puthotr and Targ pre!cr the term "remote view• 
ing." - · • · 

To check such startling claims, a'"rigorous test under
control or the sponsor" :was co~ducted, according to the 
experimenters' report, entitled "Project Scanate." The 
geographic coordinates or t.argetsites-:-chosen·by the 
NSA monitor- were encoded to ensure their security, 
then transmitted from his Washington-area location to a 
CIA scientist In Menlo Park. Calif., where SRI headquar• · 
ters ls located. The ClA man decoded the.coordinates, 

. passed them to Dr. Puthort, who then.presented them to. 
the suojecL"-In one case, Swann descrlbed and sketched 
with reasonable accuracy a·ta.rget island in·tbe S01,1th In•' 
dian Oce:in. In another instance, Pat Price gave an in-·· 
credibly detailed description of a supp,osedly secret, 
underground tnililary installation in Virginia. But there 
was more. According to the SRI report: . • 

••on a later date Pat was asked to return [mentally) to 
the Virgi~ia site with the goal ·o! obtaining codeword in- : 
formation~· if possible. In response, Pat supplied the i'ol· 
lowing information: 

Top or desk had p:ipers labeled: 
Flytrap ·: • 

• Minel"Va · 
· File cabinet on north wall labeled: 

PsyC.hit 
. . 

Spying1 

' .. 

· .. By John L. Wilhe 

. 
1 

Opc.•ration Pool - (2nd word unreadable) 
Folders inside cabinet labeled:· · 

•. Cueball 
i 14 Ball 

WiUiclm is a former national .,;cicnce corrci11t1·.:!:.; 
.for Time mapazinc: His book on psychic re ... ea.rc1t, ••n, 
s,-a.rch for SupMman," w~ published la.st year • 

i 4B~ 
~ 8Ball l · 

;;, t
' f '1 Rackup equh'alent, :ind round one in the Urals," cont1·Dues the ~ame of sitf ,·aguely seerns like Hayf ork or Haystack 

Personnel= SRI report. In addition to giving geographic coordinates 
-3~ f ... · Cot: R. J. Hamilton · \ fdo:ft~l i~ So

1
vlde: ins~!lation; Phrili~e ddescri?

1
ed ltkln minute 

J • Maj. Gen. George R. Nash e .... 1 , me u mg vmons o, e pa s, ra.J trac s Jeadlng 
4 , )1ajor John c. Calhoun??[slc]" . into a rnountainsfde, raaar nntennae and eYen the obser-

. , ,·:ltion or an "unusually high ratio or wo,ruen to men, at. 
!'li: {: ··Hell, tbcre·s no security left,'' a government security . ]east at night. .. · 

i o!!icer exclaimed upon hearing of Price's alleged sue• . : .. The CIA scientist monitoring the tests, a physiologist 
(i ~ cess at psychic spying. According to a military source . ··· · f the research and development s·1de ot th 
J: i • .• who requests anonym·1ty, the site Pr'1ce described was a . ·, :. rom e agency, 1 ·· .~ believed he had a potential class A espionage agent who 

x ·1: · · '-:-satellite interrogation st:ition which · eavesdrops on could roam psychically anywhere in the world, f erreling 
~- i· °'. Soviet space vehlcJes, and the code words referred to . ,secrets undetected-in erf ect, the perrechpy~ • 

-~ 
L • • 

•• .. 

I', 

those operations. A security investigation was launched . 
to determine whether the sensitive information had :A Murky H11Ni1H•ss 
been leaked to Price or others im•oh•cd In the tests. ~iTJ>t! .. 
security men wouldn't buy the idea or remote viewing," 
he says. Neither would CIA psychologists who have exit
mined the evJdencc with considerable skepticism.. . 

But Price had more surprises in store.11e voluntec.red 
to scan .. the other side or the glob.e for a (Soviet} Bloc 

e. H C.L~JIA I?.~ C. 

F OR 'l'llE PAST 2.5 years, v:irious branches or thl' mil• 
jtary and inteJligence co.pununities have actl\'ely in

vestigated this highly controversial field o! parapsycbol· 
ogy. Their interest, which paralJels recently revealed ac• 
C'Ounts of drug and mind control experiments, ranges 

S &&&a JOE JWWl.il;zm • . 
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from intelligence· reports on foreign developments and dreams, biofeedback, human !actors, biocybernetics and. 
theoretical background studies to funding o! original ex· non-ionizing radiation. For example, one $30,000 CIA 
eriments and even semi-operational tests of ·psychic es- contract study published last year is ingeniously camou-

pio~~g~_aproact.. . · · flaged by the title, "Novel Biophysical Information 
The frequently gr:mcliosc claims made for parapsy- · Transfer Mechanisms (NBIT)." Funding omcers prefer 

hology include reading or controlling people's thoughts ~o shelter these "high giggle factor" programs from Con• · 
telepathy,, gaining fniormation about distant persons, gress ~~nd sometimes their_own bosses) to avoi.d public 
places and things (clairvoyance), predicting the future em~arra~ment as well as t~ conceal Wh3t some project 
pr~ognltion), and in!luencing physical objects (psycho· managers fervently believe may be breakthrough mill~ 
·inesis) - all by unknown, extrasensory or psychic tary/~~elligence capabilities equal to _the ~scovery or 

eans. Such claims arc by no means well established atomic e~ergy. . · '. . · · 
scientifically, and they have stimulated raucous debates . Ther~ is particular concern about Soviet pi;ychic capa-
betw~n "believers" :md "dcb11nkrrs" within the agen: bililies, including allegations that the Russians are ablt1 ' 
des charged with evaluating whi!ther parapsychology telepathically to influence the behavior of others, alter 
1olds any promise (or dangerHor min~ warfare. their emotions or health·, knock them out or even kill by 

)\'ading through all tbc dubious· claims, conflicting re• directing a kind of psychic doubl~-v.·b.ammy at them. A· 
orts and deliberate disinformation is mushy business at , recent report by the Delensetlntelhgence Agency states: 

rt .. Much or the research in this country is classified or · . 
fAV~Sf.i1ftll ijft~§~1iQM/&\8t()Q11,,~9~0788R901700360003-3 Sec PSYGHIC, Page B5. 
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·1 r ApproV$YEHi8¢1easemQO:()b3/08: CIA-RDP96-00f/!88RbOl!Qt00G800tRJi.j.ere when lasers werejusfg'e'i-_ 
~ "Other So,•iet tests included sending to the percipient ting started." Investigators at the Navy's Surface Weap-
1 the anxiety associated with suffocation and the· sensa- ons Center and NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center 
• tion or a dizzying blow to the head .•. Some Western also have run "informal" tests on Geller, with dubious 

j
~ !91lowers of psychic phenomena research are concern- results. 
~ . ed, for example, with the detrimental effects of .sublimi- Th·e Geller Tests 

.

~ : __ ·_ nal perception techniques being targeted against U.S. or 
alHed personnel jn nuclear missile silos. Tbe subliminal . T HE GROWING governmental Interest in psychic 
message could be 'carried' by television signals or by tel- · possibilities bad been accelerated in 1972 when Dr. 

l
. epathic means. · _ · · Andrija Puharich, a longtime researcher in the field,· 

. . "The potential app~ications of focusing mental influ. . brought Geller to be studied at Stanford Research· Instl- • 
· . cnces on an enemy through hypnotic telepatby "bave . · · tute. This ;100-million-a-year think tank south of San · i 

,1- · surely occurred to the Soviets •.• Control and manip- . Francisco (just renamed SRI lnternatlonaD.conduc~.a .. · ., 
1· · ulation of th'e human consciousness must be considered · · wide variety of studies for both ·government and bus!.:' . . i : · a primary goal." . . . . · ·. . ·. . : ~ess>sru hase;aluafedtiie'poiential of L.50 ~d. other . :_. 
f.: . : . .A.f ~)V._analys~_e..Y,.eJ!Jear_t9,iLth,t.P.tesi.ci:~n .. t!I!!.91h_e.r. • drugs for the CIA. forecast world trade in thEl year 2000 < · · :.-:-·, .
1 
.. , Jeaders •. ~o_µJc1.P..~<;>me~the ... telepathic_µrge~-Qf.&oyi~t · · for multinational ~ompanies, even analyzed an 18'12 

· ., • . 'mind ·contz:.oJ efforts. They argue_ that_ defensiye. mea!~ minute tape gap for just on·e customer, Richard Nixon. 
·.: '. . • ·ures need to be researched to prevent such app~_rent sci, . SRI scientists are no strangers wheri it comes to dealing 
{: ence~ficiion· possibilities. One speculation voiced in sup, . with hush-hush projects. ... ··-· .. --·· --· - . . ' ... · J 

· i port of this thesis is that the decade-old microwave·sig- · Neither is Puharich. His connections with tbe·mlli· -l 
c . nals beamed against the U.S. embassy in Moscow might la;ry /intelligence communities go back to the early 1950s · j 
I · have been an operational experiment in behavior modi· when ~e worked in the Army's Chemical and Biological i · · _. 

· ,.-·· 1 · fication using "psychotronic" methods - that is, involv- · Warfare Center at Ft. Detrick, Md:, site of the CIA's now ~ 
!·: ing psychic powers amplified by special devices. Wild as · famous shellfish toxin rep?Sitory. He presented a paper ~ 
;! • this sounds, the ClA's "NBIT" study lends some credence . · entitled "Ori the .Possible Usefulness of Extrasensory -!\ 

_ /t(-- '.{ to the hypothesis: ''The Russians may now be imple- · Perception in Psychological Warfare" to a Pentagon , £ 
_ ... · ;,. . menting the next logical step [to experiments proposed conference in .1952 and later lectured the Army, Air I 

· • . . . 1 five years earlier}, namely to reinforce, enhance, or aid Force and Navy on other possibilities for mind warfare. "' · 
' •· ·' · j NBIT in certain· trained or gifted individuals after bav- Expert in hypnotism as well as microelectronics, Puha- .· l;·, 

::•_:_:_:.i_:_._._-.·,:_._::_··~:_::.:,.·_,_ •. ·.:_._,_:_~.;_:_:_:,•_i:;; .. · · :1i~1:t t;;;;;;:~;:;:;;;;;; . ::r~ri;::~~;;~;.;;;.;;;;;;~ ·1 ·· 
_ · I: or security ftinctions. The emitted energy would be sl- expressly to fund such research, including one beaded ~ 

lent and difficult to detect electronically (although the by former astronaut Edgar Mitchell. ln addition to telcp· ~' 
:·: :~/ '.j Soviets claim ll> ha,·e developed effective biological en- athy and clairvoyance, SRI researchers claimed that Gel· ; 

• :. .·.;. ·· 1 ergy sensors) and the only power source required would ier could erase magnetic tapes, levJtate tiny weights, ~A 
:' :: i · be the human operator." · , even materialize and dematerialize small objects. The ~

1 

. 1 Most· experts. publicly discount the idea, however, .. Pentagon's DARPA_ sent a team or consultants to SRl to ·t 
· ' countering with the argument that the Moscow signals see if such bizarre claims· rated their funding. But the . i 

l involve jamming devices or scanners that "sec" inside DARPA consultants concluded that SRI's work with Gel- il 
. \ tbe embassy. ler was conducted with "incredible sloppiness." Geller l~ 

The Soviets have a special laboratory dedicated to par- now is largely discounted as merely an extremely facile f 
apsychology, according to some intelligence analysts. conjurer.,,·' 
The CIA report estimates that the laboratory may have a While Geller and others were undergoing tests at SRI, 
technical star£ as large as 300 physicists, doctors, CIA scientists were canvassing the country for addi- · 

- biochemists and electrical engineers, all studying the tlonal evaluations, prowling parapsychology meetings f. 
". :-theory and applications of psychic functioning. A Soviet and tapping experts.in an effort to fathom the conmc-

·r physicist now living in Paris, August Shtern, recently ting, and often quite emotiona.l, reports from both be-
claimed that he had worked for several years in a secret lievers and skeptics alike .. 
l;iboratory in Siberia trying to find a physical basis for "I. had two men lrom the CIA fOme down and \'isil 

·:· ~. 

.. .. 

psychic energies. Shtern also said. that, before leaving me," recalls Dr. Robert Van de Castle, at the time a Uni-
Russla two years ago, he had beard that an even more vcrsity or Virginia psychologist and also a member or 
·secret laboratory under direction or the·KGB now js pur- the DARPA team that investigated· Geller. "One thing 
suing similar research in Moscow. · they wanted to know was i! Geller could jam computers. 

In June, Los Angeles Times correspondent Robert But they were particularly interested in out-or-body 
Toth was .detained in Moscow by the KGB, allegedly for stuff. They were concern~d that the Russians bad devel-
receiving "state secrets" about parapsychology research. oped it to such an extent that they were using it for in·· 
The paper given to Toth by a scientist said to be labora-. telligence monitoring. They seemed to think that psy-
tory chief at the Moscow Institute or Medical-Biological . . c~ic intelligence gathering was not be ond the re r . . ·~ . . ........... ~ ..... 
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· 11e Electronics Systems Command,· · explaining the 
Navy's interest. .. I've thought for 20 years that ESP is the 
way to fight submarines." In fact, one of Ingo Swann's 
remote viewing demonstrations at SRI was to pinpoint 
the location o( Soviet submarines around the world. 

Within the past few weeks, Swann and five other SRI 
subjects descended some 2,000 feet below the Pacific in• 
side a tiny submersible to try to their remote viewing on 
the sea floor. According to a scientist from NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, who also made the 
dive, the psychics correctly predicted - prior to diving 
- where to find various man-made objects such as an· 
chors and parts or sunken ships. 

Mind Trips to Jupiter?. 

A. BOUT THE SAME time that the second Na\'Y con· 
tract was given to SRI, the scientific assistant to the 

secretary of the Navy, Dr. Sam Koslov, received a rou
tine briefing on various research projects, including 
SRI's. ~ the br1e!er flashed his chart onto the screen 
and began to speak, Koslov stormily interrupted: "What 
the hell is that about?." · 

Among the. glowing words on the projected chart, the 
section describing SRl's work was labeled: "ELF AND 

·. MIND CONTROL." 
"ELF" stands for "extremely low frequency" elec

tromagnetic wa\'cs, from the very slow brain frequen· 
\cics up to about 100 cycles per second. The Navy is inter· 

strd in ELF because its Project Seafarer (formerly Pro-

C· 

.. ' 

C -
D 

, 

"Hawker here's 
convinced the dam' 
Commies ·have invented a 
secret brain-washing ray 
that's beamed in on 
Ji'!imy Carter." · 

Lanirdon In Punch • I 

, , I ' 

reversed himself completely: "From what I have seen lt 
was a valid test as far as the investigators are con- • 
cerned." The excuses range from: (1) the NSA or CIA 
man "couldn't read a map" and therefore the coordl
nates got .confused; and/or (2) the psychic subjects zo
omed in on the nearby Sugar Grove space communica
tions center (which does have a few similarities to the 
described target, but ls in West Virginia, has public 
tours through it and so ls not secret, and is manned by 
Navy, not Army, personnel}; and/or (3} the subjects read 
the mind of the NSA of!icer rather than the coordinates. 
Says Foote: '"There may have been a slight exaggeration,· 
but ft was a.matter of degree rather than a deliberate 
falsehood." 

The CIA, NSA and SRI have not responded to requests 
to clarify the discrepancies. Puthoff and Targ continue . 
to stand by the "Project Scanate" report, and maintain 
that their investigations "are among the most severely 
monitored in the history of science." · 

The Scientology Link · 

0 NE ITEM that continues to trouble those in govern• 
ment who follow the SRI work is the unusually 

large number of Scientologists involved with the p&)'chic 
'tests there. · • 

snrs chief researcher, Dr. Harold Puthorr, is a high
ranking Scientologist and his written defenses of his or
ganization's methods and beliefs. Scientology's beliefs 
include the development or personal psychic powers. 

• I 

I. 
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Tl1lh ·w:is det:i111 d in Moscow by the KGB, allegedly iur . . ... I hl':>' ... , • . . . 
rrceivin~ · sw~l' ~ecrets" about parapsychology rese.arch. c ;,ed it to such an extent that they wr.rc 1.1:.,ng 1t for 1., I 
The paper ~1\· ·n to 'foth by a scientist said to be labora- 11:lligence monitoring. They seemed to think that psy_.. 
tory chief :it 1 hL· Moscow Institute or Medical-Biological chic intelligence gathering was not beyond tbc realm or , 
Prr·11:1r:1tion-: <lf'scril>ed a 1heory oC psychic functioning . ·\ possibility," continues Van de Castle, adding quickly: 1 • 
callc>d "mitogl•:ictic radiation" which has been discussed "They gave more serious weight to that possibility than I · 
publicly for years and largely discounted by others in I would as a parapsychologist." 
the fi~ld. One theory is that the Russians hope to mislead· 4'Hcmolc Vicwin"'" 
the United States into believing that they are far ahead o 
in parapsychology research so that we will either (1) p ERHAPS the CIA im·estigators were just better in• 

~,.. waste scientific resources trying to find out what they . formed. About the same time that Van de Castle . 
are up to, or C2l do proi:iuctive research which they then was be_ing interviewed, the CIA was closely monitoring 
can t:ip into because or our more open system of scien- SRI's "remote viewing" experiments with Jngo Swann. 
tif1c rrporting. lt is in?eed a :nurky busines.s: and Pat Price. Specialists from the operational side of 
From ESP lo Voodoo . the agency were brought in to attempt to confirm the 

· "remote viewing"' effect, and did so, according to two 

B UT Fon 
'1ANY ~-EARS 11 'th· .ti- sourctefs, by tScRsul·nFg b~th Swalnnsand Price, and others, .'1. 

, a 1 • sma -groups w1 m le .apar rom . or examp e, wann and Price were J 
U.S. government have taken seriously the specula- · given foreign targets to focus on, including some in Rus- · 

tions about using psychic powers for mind warfare: sia and .China. Though there were frequent misses, . 
·• Dr. J. B. Rhine, the dean of American parapsycho!." enough accurate information y.•as gleaned to please· the · 

, . ogy, conducted extrasensory percepti(?n.(ESP)_ tests for CIA, according_ to the reports. How did the monitors· 
·· · · ·.; . . the. Army as far back as 1952. In the early 1960s~ a-team· · know "that the information was accurate? Sometimes 

· · ' ~(Air Force scientists tested· junior college coeds for the answers were· not known until after the· remot~ 
ESP in an ef!ort to develop a strict experimental inethod viewing descriptions had been given and .. ground truth" 

. ; that others might follow. · · • . . checks were made by agenl:!i operating abroad. · · • : 
~ : , ·• During the Vietnam War, tpe Marine Corps tried Swann denies ever having worked for -the CIA, and ·. 
; .• . dowsing or "water. witching" as a technique to uncover · ;:-...:...." may have been unaware of the idenUty of the tests' ! 

. I • .. 'hidden mine.s and tunnels in the mountainous I Corps CI r~ponsor. ''.lti!D.ybody gets the idea that there's psychic,. 
:· l . area west of Hue. . ' ··· · · . ':<JYiv~rJ.'!"°.~~g~g ·on:-'rcowd gef"'.killeam-the.streets,•r: .; . 

. \ · ; • ~?- ,!'i~~t2!J.~l)_I!!f:!tutcs ot, IJ.eal~h. bas supported a · Swann has said. . · . · . · 
! Jew stud1<'s in parapsychology. Funding for one of these The project did suffer one notable failure. When an 

,.\ :· · i programs. experiments' fr1 drea.m telepathy at Brooklyn's Air· force office"° was kidnapped by Turkish terrorists a :: : 
j · .Maimonldt·!> Hospital, now has been taken over by the few years back, Price and some qtbers attempted to:· · 

_ .·. , . . .J .' ~\
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. , j• l' onne o J• c onne oug as orp., one o e coun· psyc c ps ers ormat1on, te ·gence operatives : , 

try's largest defense contractors. ' ' checked the site, but to no avail. But that did not deter 
· ··:. ,: ... ·_:;·,.:J. • Three years ago, NASA paid $80,000 to see if the psychic spy enthusiasts.· ' 

· machines GOUid teach ESP (they could not) and for some In a se_lf-proclaimed "independent and somewhat crltl· 
pilot studies that measured brain waves during alleged cal study or extrasensory perception," intelligence con·_', 
telepathk/clairvoyant communications. . sultant J.o.sepl!, _A . ..:_~µ_ of Santa Barbara. Calif., con,.· . 

• Last year, the Defense Department·~ Ad~anced Re· eluded in 1975 that the work at SRI. "produced mani· ~ 
f:earch Projects Agency (DARP AJ sponsored a $145,000 festations of extrasensory perception sufficiently sharp . 
contract to determine ·v.·hether .'the Soviet-discovered and clear-cut to justify serious consideration of possible 
Kirlian photography really depicted the glowing "aura" applications," that is, psychic.spying. . 
o! a person's "etheric body." The study found that Kir· Under a section beaded "Practical Applications,". Ball. 
lian pictures are related to the moisture content in a per· - · writes: "No matter how gifted the. paragnost fpsychicJ, 
son's skin, a conclusion which is scientifically interesting existing ignorance or the basis oC paranormal pben·. 
but certainly not grist for occult lovers. · omena together with the capricious and unreliable na· 

• One West Coast Veterans Administration hospital ture or the channel dictate that inCormation derived 
harbors secret bioCeedback/te)epathy experiments; an· from this source can never stand alone and must be used 
other VA hospital in the Midwest conducts "out of body" with caution. E>..1rasensory information should at best 
investigations. Whether these are officially sanctioned !his emphasis) supplement normal information or guide 
projects 6r just bootstrap investigations is undeter· · its collection, but should never serve in place of it." But 

, ; ·, mined, since the investigators refuse to discuss their re· · his point is that esp_io:°age by ~P js a reasonable expec- · · 
search publicly. tation. . ' . •.. . .. 

· CIA psychologists are swamped with proposals for psy· SRI's highly advertised "Project Scanate•• results 
chic studies, including one this spring which offered to served the crucial purpose of garnering further govern· 
study a Trinidagian voodoo specialist who reportedly ment funding. Legitimized by the participati.on oC CIA 
flattens automobile tires - and presumably people - and NSA personnel in their tests, SRl's.J>uthoff and Targ 
merely by sticking pins in their photographs. · .briefed "every_government agency you can name" look-

Ron Robertson, a security officer at.Lawren~e Ljv~r: ... : ing for further· supP.Q°f!--Pne that bit ·was the Special. 
more Laboratory in California, one of the country's pri- -Warfare Brancii. C!.C.:ihe Naval 'i::iecironTcs ·systems.Com· 
~mary mi clear wcap.ons arsenals, bas acknowledged that mand. Tl:ie .. d.etision to -fund waf taken largely on the 
"some pf the igovernment'sJ interest in psi !psychic stu· ~basis of an impr~ive briefing on "Project Scanate., by 
dies] ties into classl!ied intelligence areas, for example; the SRI experimenters which their CIA monitor atlen· 
Jhc.sccur.ity o! nuclear weapons." Robertson, who has ded. 
fotlow<'d p!:ychic developments on .an o!fici:11 'b:isis, seri- In October, 1975, the Navy let a $30,703 conu-act to sru • 
ously fears th:it a talented psychic might trigger or dis· for psychic sensin~ or remote electromagnetic sources. a . 
able a warhead nacrcly by psychokineilc force of. mind. continu:ition .or earlier work supported by NASA in 
"1'.11 it t:ike~ is the ability to move one-eighth of :in ounce which subjcct.s ·all~edly used lhc1r po,i .. t-n to dNK\ rt'-
a quarter -Of an inch at a distance O( OIIC fo.~t," he h;is molcly ~ (U:bU. Jdost of l.br t'X~G\S 'a C'ft' 

c:irned out untit'1' ~lx'ont:-:i-:t to L.n1J:lcy f"orttt 
warn<'tl. . . . . . ·r . ,.. h' · 1-... ; <·~ ,::0 d Physicists at Li·.-crmore, the Uni\'Crs1ty o! <.:ah orn1a "curopsyc 12tm· =ulutc 1n =n ,. r:tnt"'O('O- 20 -.M",e, 

and elsewhere br:lievc that psychic runctionirrg - in· a bust. Early in 1976. Puthoff :ind T:irg retti"rcd ~.(.IX) 

duding Jtobcrtson's !cars or nuclear sabotag~ by psycho· in supplemental mont'y from l~e ~a\')' to $C'C if m:iine--
kincsi~ _ can Le explained by electromagnNic, quan· tometcrs could be af!cctcd by human be-in1;:s. The ~JU 
tum mechanics or rcl:ilivity theories. The scientists at researchers already had reported that ,:omc of their su 
Li\wmnrc have conducted psychokinetic tests with the jccts could indeed affect the workings of a shield 
young hracli st·· gc performer Uri Geller, all on an "in· magnetometer. · 
fonn,IJ'~ hasis, t~CY in~st. Ac~ord!P.£-1.~l\obcrtson, the "We have a deep and abidin~ inlcrc>st in magnetom 
<'xcitmi>mi<>d<~P .fJ:Rf•IJ@~~i~9&:~~P96-0Q1M~9s1Df>.~P§.~a-son Jr., technical director 
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r· ._.·becl!usd' many th1•,:rists believe t,t1at radiil.llon at the mcnt's c1).nplex ladder or achievements; Pat Price, wno ·. 
~-.,:. ELF frcq...icm·iNi is rt>i;ponsiblc for psychic commu- died twr. .years ago, also was a high-level "Operatlnr ! 

·.:lions. · Thctan." The laboratory assistant to Puthofl and Targ 
. ·ut the ".Mmd Control" Jnbol really upset Koslo\', He during many or the Geller experiments was a Scientolo-
lert .. d tht> SRI investigations !or the Navy stopped, gist married to a "minister" of Scientology. 

cancelled another 535.000 in Navy funds slated for Some or the Initial funding for SRI's experiments 
~~e remote viewing work. "We !Koslov's emphasis] do came from a ranking Scientologist who had established,, . 
~t fund programs in this area," the outspoken scientist· his Science Unlimited Research Foundation "at Hal i 
,tcs. "I! you ask me, 'Do you think it's a pile or crap?' I Putho!!'s suggestion," according to the foundation's ex· i 
. and you can quote me." In March of this year, Koslov ecutive director at the time. Ingo Swann helped to estab- ! 
::in insisted that tbe Navy is "simply out of this busi· lish Scientology's "Celebrity Center" in Los Angeles, the i 

. ·!iS, I don't believe it's the function o! the military to headquarters recently raided by the FBI. At the time o! .; 
•pport parapsychology research." · his original testing, Swann revealed that there are "four- \ 
contrary to Koslov's assertion. the Navy·still is sup· teen Clears Ia medium-high level or Scientology 1 

,rting psychic research. An interdisciplinary __ team at achievement!, more than I would susp_ect," .working at 1 

•(' Navy's Electronics Laboratory Center in San Diego SRI. · · 
,:. been continuing some o! the work begun·at'SRI, Led The involvement or Scientologists in the tests.at SRI 

\' an expert in bionics, the $100,000,. two-year project partially accounts for at least two government agencies 
.. v be cut because of tight research money. Which is pulling back from funding further work there: Sociolo-

nfortunate, since the experiments seem far better .de- gist Marcello Truzzl.. one of the consultants called Jn last 
, ;ned than earlier ones elsewhere. , · March to brief DARPA on Puthoff's and Targ's :experl· .. , . 
. This spring, SRI's Puthoff and Targ again made the rnents, says letting Sclentologists conduct ESP research·· 
,unds of Washington drumming up sponsorship. One,. E..~'!l~~gJ_yfug_µlQney~to -~~ca{4jij~L~~~~-Churcb .. to do · 

>oposal that they hoped to sell to NASA was a $100,0QO · · experimentation'. into .the veracjty.....QL.!!~~~~tl~ : 
rogram precognitively to predict ·eclipses o! the four. · ·tion7' . 1 ·.: : · · · 

\ajor Jovian moqns by having a subject fly. his con- · ·· · · ---on·the ·other hand, some within government argue.· 
:;jousness to the giant planet to "recor'd the actual time · that it makes sense to let Scientologists investigate the , 
f the eclipse as observed on Jupiter [SRI's emphasis].",·, · · ·. psychic claims subscribed to by members of the organl· 
'hough SRI's· proposal claimed that "pilot studies have · · zation. But at best, this is questionable science.::. ' 
cen encouraging," NASA declined. . . Bad Drivcs:Out Good . . . ..... 
The SRI investigators also sent feelers toJ)AJ;!.f ,!\ in . . 

,,pes of winning Jong-term support for their work. o· NE EVEN MORE confusing possibility is that the 
keptics at the agency quickly flew in an outside team SRI experimenters may to some extent be unwlt· 
t debunkers to brief engineers in the strategic and tac- ting participants in a deliberate put-on, a consideration 

.. · ..:al offices who were considering funding SRI's psychic they themselves have raised. Col. Austin Kibler, director 
· .. '. ork. Just three days after the debunkers presented of DARPA's human resources division in 1973, confided. ·/:: 

,cir case, DARPA spokesperson Jane Smith !latly de· . to one of his consul~ing psychologists that .-'it could be· : 
; ied that the agency had any interest in psychic re- that we are pretending to support this {psychic] work to 
·,~arch or in Puthoff and Targ. Queried repeatedly, she throw of! the Russians." One ranking CIA scientist prl· 
·.uod on the statement from DARPA Director George H. vately voiced the same possibility just a few 'months 
'1eilmeier: "DARPA bas not received and is not consider-· back; 
\g a proposal, !ormal or informal, on psychic research." But there is a core of dedicated believers inside ·sev· 
1,.i;:cording to one of the paid consultants who briefed , eral government agencies who are intensively reviewing 
,ARP A, SRI had prop9sed a $3.5 million program on parapsychology research, weeding though the mass or 
:-emote viewing." conflicting opinion, biased reports and)nconcluslve ex-
. " "B ll •,m periments in an attempt to determine what next steps 
·Scanate or u pastm;e. shouldbetaken,i!any. . · · · 
'). N THE SURFACE, all this government interest in The· authors of the CIA's two-volume study urge "that 
\ parapsychology strongly supports the "believers" it is worthwhile for the United States government to in· , 
.: their lieated debate with the skeptics over the reality itiate aod support systematic research in this [psychicJ · 

-,~ psychic functioning. Price's apparent hit on the al- area . . . Thus, it is recommended that a system in· 
.cged secret military installation in their demonstration tegration and research planning anlaysis team be for• ( 
lest for the CIA is p~rtic:.ilarly impressive - until one med to evaluate research work completed, update an 
1sks other government funders touting the test, "Di.d overall NBIT research system model, identify and out-
··ou ever check it out?" The answer is "-no." line new areas or research and organize interdisci-

So 'on Sunday, March 13, with compass, topographic plinary meetings between different research groups so 
·naps and aerial photographs in hand, I drove to an area that they are continuously updated and educated about 
-ome 135 miles west southwest or Washington, the site the state or the art." · 
identified by the coordinates -given in the SRI report. A Those are strong recommendations for such !limsv cv-
NASA official and his two sons accompanied me. From idence, at least such flimsy public evidence. RegretUbly·, 
~U .the secrecy surrounding this test we half-expected to most scientists operating within the m~instream refuse 
discover the base camp o! an extraterrestrial scouting to involve themselves in the contorted debates over psy- . 
; .arty cir, at the very least, the command center for chic phenomena. And. if they d~ stir themselves to opin-
'.'.'orld War III. . Ion, it is generally formed on the basis or emotion, not 

No such luck. Just a sparse hillside, a lew flocks of experime~t. They fear loss or "legitimate" research ·· 
·heep, and lots or droppings. No "underground storage ', grants and stigmatization for showing interest in such a 
..:reas," no· "computers, communication equipment" or taboo subject. Thus, bad science drives out the good. 
, "Army Signal Corps" personnel, as reported by Price. rr there is reason to believe that.psychic functioning 
The only "codeword" was the name of the place, Bull- , performs according to the "mind waf' scenarios de-
pasture Mountain. Under the circumstances, it seems scribed in the few classified studies that have leaked 
,hat ·sRrs "Project Scanate" would QC named more ap· out, public debate can help shape safeguards to insure 
prupriatel)', "Proj~cl Bullpasturt!.'' benign application. If there is the slightest shred of evi-

Wpen told or the results or our hike, James Foote, the dence that psychotronic weaponry is at all possible, It 
'\avy project manager for the SRI tests, was astonished: should be considered biological warfare and banned in 
·1 am just chagrined that we di~n't catch this. It wasn't . accordance with existing agreements. 

1ust SRI that told us this !the test results! but t~e !CIA Whether psychic phenomena are nothing but hoax· · 
:rntl NSAJ sponsors, otherwise I wouldn't have taken it so and laboratory arti!act or the gateway to new dimen· 
:nuch for granted . . . There's definitely some fallacy sions or human experience are questions that should be 
in this Scanate report.'' . . pursued by the very best laboratories, basing their pub· 

Several clays later, Foote abruptly changed l11s tune. licly reported conclusions on rigorous experiment unal· 
MtAp~ P"dµlRWle.ig~~6'89fmfo\¥: c!YAtR.b~96-007'SBAOO'ff'~.:(Jletoric. · . .. ' 
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ind weapons' ~een il1 Future Wars,:: 
By RANDALL SHOEMAKER 

Times Stall Writer 

WASHINGTON - Soldiers in the not-too
distant future may find themselves on the 
sending end or the receiving end of 
"psychotronic" weapons. . 

That's the suggestion of Lt. Col. John B. 
Alexander In an article published in a re
cent issl!e of Military Review, the monthly 
magazine of the Army's Command and 
General Staff College. " '., 

In "The New Mental Battlefield," Alex
ander described psychotronics as the inter
action of mind and matter.' 

"There are weapons systems," he said, 
"that operate on the power of the mind and 
whose lethal capacity has already be~n 
demonstrated." 

The Soviet Union and its allies are gener
ally believed to be well in the lead in 
parapsychological research, and the · 
amount of paranormal phenomena they 
have verified is voluminous, Alexander 
said. He cited these examples: 

• The ability to heal or cause disease can· 
be transmitted over distance, but while this 
has been demonstrated on lower organ
isms, flies and frogs, "the present capacity 
for human death is still debated." 

. • 'Energy emanations from the body, 
reflecting changes in emotional condition, 
have been widely demonstrated through 
radiation field photography known as the 
Kirllan effect. 

----------------------------~..,, 1 . · '"Certainly, with development, th.ese r .. · ~ weapons would be able to induce illness or. 
__ · '. \ · · death at little or no risk to the operator,lt 

:, 

, 

llluslratlon by Oarnett Sullvan 

experimentation on "remote viewing," the 
ability to collect data from afar, the officer 

· reported. He also discussed so-called out
The extent of such research in the U.S. is of-body experiences, bending of metal by 

not well known nor is it centrany·organ- ·. nonphysical means, acupuncture, biofeed-
ized, the officer said. Because the phe- .. back and meditation research. · 

· has been repeatedly demonstrated under 
scientifically controlled conditions. 

· nomena are frequently beyond explanation . Two unclassified Defense Intelligence 
in known scientific terms, they often are Agency reports dated in 1972 and 1975 were 
discounted as nonexistent, he said. cited as sources of information on certain 

Alexander said .. "Range may be a present 
problem, but this will probably be over-

.. come if it has not been already." ' 
Soviet researchers have applied electro-·, 

magnetic radiation against the U.S. 
Embassy in Moscow, he pointed out. Also, 
he cited researchers suggestions that 
extremely-low-frequency emissions "can 
be used to Induce depression or itritability 
in a target population." .. 

The use of telepathic hypnosis holds 
"great potential," Alexander said, and; 
other mind-to-mind thought induction tech
niques are also being considered. 

Although the officer did not specify the 
extent or cost of U.S. military interest in 
parapsychological research, other reports 
have claimed that investment in psychic 
warfare by the Pentagon has amounted to 
about $6 million. . . 

Many people in the scientific community 
remain skeptical of all claims for even 
partial success in psychic experimentation. , 
Among such doubters, some have suggest
ed that reports emanating from Soviet 
sources a bout psychotronic accomplish
ments are·most likely a "disinformation" 
effort aimed at encouraging the U.S. to 
waste money on research. And, some say 
the U.S. spending may be a counter-disin- · 
formation ploy designed to make the Sovi
ets nervous. 

.. Researchers at Stanford Research Instl- . psychotronic weapons applications investi-
• The ability to move objects mentally - tute have done the best known · gated by the Soviets. · 

Alexander an(! official Army spokesmen 
declined to comment on the article or any 
further questions about psychic warfare 
research. 

SOURCE: 
TAB F 


